iii) the crystal field which has a strong effect on the Kondo coupling [8] and which may lead to a crystalline anisotropy by the mixing between the different levels with the applied field [9] .
Benoit et al. [10] [13] for the depression of the Kondo anomaly by the applied field).
By analogy with the Blandin-Friedel description of the appearance of local magnetism [21] , it can be expected that a maximum of y would be located near the occurrence of long range order. If a y maximum corresponds to the range of TK of the magnetic modulated structure, the estimation of the Kondocoupling by the y values may lead to spurious results. For example by increasing the pressure (or the ratio 7~/7~) the bare Kondo temperature increases but y may increase or decrease depending upon its relative position compared to the y maximum (Fig. 2) [10] is linked more to the collective Kondo condensation described by Jullien et al. [3] than to the bare parameter of every ion. This appears clearly as their low temperature properties cannot be understood in a simple scheme of individual 4f virtual levels [14] . 
